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 1 

Growing up we did not know; now we need to mend 

We cannot hide behind what’s truth. ‘It’s foolish to pretend’ 

May spring buds always blossom and autumnal leaves continue to fall 

It's never too late to make an effort, we owe it to future generations  

Dawn breaks over the hills of Ireland 

We thought we could keep on taking. Now it's time to give it back  

We know we have caused it - let us act now and pause it  

— the way we exploit our forests and seas 

I will hug a tree hoping your gentle energy  

will silently course through me. 

Our beautiful and fragile world — it calls us to befriend 

This fragile Earth on which our lives depend. 

 

Now I wash off soil from carrots, celery and potatoes,  

add a handful of barley and lentils to make soup  

like my grandmother did. 

 

2  

Hope is in the nurturing of growth. 

Our ways and aim to slow; climate change we shall end 

We burned everything — now we’re burning ourselves 

Through wind and sun the mend begins, a tiny stitch to stop the end. 

May we regard our precious natural resources as our most priceless 

heirlooms to pass on 

 

Irish bees, pollen sacks on their knees, resonating repeatedly, 

synonymously, are abuzz 

To protect future generations, a strong message we must send 

And release the moors and woods from the iron chains of man 

He bent to work with a sleán, the ground squelching its defiance 

The lonely heart's a hunter, the joyous hearth a gatherer 

 

Mend and renew, grow and sustain,  

above all, respect 

 

3 

Tread softly on the earth and hear its dream  

For selfishness, greed and lack of concern 

We did not see the preciousness of dandelions 
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When I go, I go alone. Let not the planet be my companion. 

Produce for human need, not greed. 

Precious granddaughter suckles her mama's breast;  

precious resource, precious time. 

He went to bed thinking that she would join him later. 

Each line on our hand a savannah of memory, a map  

of how we lived 

Choosing to walk along one's native roads, 

touching the earth, savouring the air,  

spying a swallow.  Nách deas an rud é sin! 

This shared world is not ours to own; more a garden we must tend 

 

Ignorance was everywhere; it wasn’t that we didn’t care. 

Painting the future with colours mixed today! 

Produce for human need, not greed 

 

  

4 

My heart unravels in regret for all I did and did not do  

for all I saw and did not see; the cobwebs of my senses  

no longer buffer me 

We did not know the home fires we burned could lead  

to a bitter end to the very breath we take,  

and to the beauty of sea and lake. 

 

"Awaking" and "A Waking" sign our parting paths so clear 

I went into the morning to breathe the blackbird 

Old and tired still required, our young to defend 

What are we leaving behind us – nothing but a barren canvas for  

them to build again. 

Her tears carved a jagged track in the dust thick on her little face.  

In my mind’s eye, I see a new dawn on the horizon 

We need to rest and allow to heal; for this the earth depends. 

Our destiny relies on our ability to admit that we have faltered  

and now need to be accountable for all humanity. 

 

From birth in 1931 to my 91st year, what I have lived to see: 

airplanes flying overhead, cars and trucks clogging  

our roads, people on the moon; in my youth.  

We had our carbon neutral two feet and our bicycles  

with no energy costs! 
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Mend and renew, grow and sustain, and above all, respect.  

The blue sea, the beautiful forest: please stop and thank God  

for the beauty and remember our children after us 

The birth of our descendants fades in thickened smog 

Our lives have changed a lot since then; the world indeed has sinned.  

All that wasted plastic, did we really not know,  

or just did we pretend? 

Remember for those who can’t 

If we don’t try, it's the long goodbye to the bumble bee  

and the fish in the sea 

We ignored her constant cries; now she is fighting back 

This planet we live upon, or else we'll meet our end 

Breath-giving and ours to protect; with time enough to correct our 

neglect  

 

When Love or want of it finds me in the fields again, 

slip sliding down mossy banks to taste  

the first wild watercress of Spring  

— Am I happy or am I sad? 

 

6 

Coffee with friends in the Perfect Day café: 

I was one who recycled, reused and re-cleaned  

until I discovered I hated the Greens 

Now I wash off soil from carrots, celery and potatoes,  

add a handful of barley and lentils to make soup  

like my grandmother did. 

Summers, scorching myself on Brittas beach dreaming of Zanzibar 

Remembering the past should not contaminate the future. 

If we fail to act now, it will be the end 

A switch from aerosol to roll on, we thought we had it solved 

The Sudoku of food programmes and the Tetris of the land  

This most amazing nature is such a dream that you are always fascinated 

about it but it seldom comes true without dedicated collaboration. 

I’m glad I grew up long ago, when a child didn’t have to worry about 

activism to save the planet we live on. 

 

Hope is sustainable and does not offend 

In your arms, what is the shape of hope, dreamer? 
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 7 

The younger me knew it all, didn’t need to learn at all.  

The older me knows I now need to learn what I didn’t need  

to learn when I was small.  

We've ignored the ice-queen melting, her pet white bears, the walking 

dead 

In our lifetimes’ role; we can set the trend 

Acquainted with grief, I move into the sun 

And I shall rise up, a gorgon. 

Who was the fool who burned rubbish down the back? Looking back 

now, how could I be as stupid as that? 

And all those plastic bottles become a serial killer 

Our lack of care for Mother Earth who we did so often offend  

Mend the broken hearts, the shattered souls, then the world. 

The young will suffer, until we the people  

put an end to our wasteful ways. 
 

And we looked for faces in the glowing embers not realising 

 the smoky dangers 

 

8 

My heart unravels in regret for all I did and did not do;  

for all I saw and did not see; the cobwebs of my senses  

no longer buffer me 

Decades of doing and striving, to keep wolves from our door,  

to bring gifts to our children 

It doesn’t seem that long ago I heard, ‘Be sure to save the electricity;’ 

 and now I think— ‘Who was to know?’ 

Climate chaos, pandemic, war: will this suffering ever end? 

The unintended harm we caused this planet, our only home 

The Curragh Plains with its wheel-damaged grass  

and fuel-damaged air is a tarnished mirror of its past 

Ignorance was everywhere; it wasn’t that we didn’t care. 

Ignorance, arrogance, we must collectively set aside:  

global survival we must abide  

We did not do our stitch in time, nothing saved, always spend 

We know now; now we must mend. 
 

Hear it: Make a contribution;  

each carbon footprint is huge  

— reduce it. 
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9  

Uproot our deep complacencies, grow a new world 

Stop flying, buying, spraying; protect all nature 

Would what lurks beneath our vast green fields goes 

 the way of the snakes; our windblown skies and lapping shores,  

those invasive deposits of man strangling our future 

When our wrongdoings were absolved with three Our Fathers & three 

Hail Marys 

Our limited minds could not see. Tsunamis, storms and global warmings 

Through example we can educate our children and grandchildren  

to make a difference 

With laughter as the only way to go 

Painting the future with colours mixed today! 

We can't afford an avocado if we count the cost  

of forestation, water and habitat that's lost. 

Let us sometimes slow to the pace of Mother Nature  

and listen out for her ancient wisdom 

 

If we don’t try, it’s the long goodbye to the bumble bee 

 and the fish in the sea. 

 

10 

Dream the dream O Mother Earth 

The Love Letter that we dare not send 

Let's not leave it until it's too late! 

And quick as it has dawned on us, there is a message we must send 

On bended knee beseeching help; small healing hands will answer 

Our hope and despair reflected in moonlit skeins  

of geese crossing poisoned waters and charred forests. 

Our descendants will grow and stitch earth’s canvas 

Deniers of the truths science has defined 

Stop flying, buying, spraying, protect all nature 

Now navigate we must and with trust transcend the flood. 

Celebrate that we are here to complain 

Produce for human need, not greed 

Earth, sea, sky, let us prove to you we're worthy of forgiveness 

 

I will reuse, reduce refuse, and keep this planet clean. 
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Innocent then of life’s real threats, our elders thought best 

 to keep us so. 

We drank from a kitchen tap that freely flowed  

Winds blow that bitter thorny climate change across the globe 

Like fools, we swim in rivers that smell of neglect. 

Our shrinking forests and our murky seas, endangered those and 

endanger these 

The time for discussion has passed; now it is time for action 

The fires are burning hot, there's no time to lose 

What will we drink (besides our tears) if water disappears? 

Ravaged earth and seas and skies — let nature live and grow 

The cruelty of humans to humans; we now have learnt to know. 

 

The open fire hearth, no more the heart of the home   

 

12 

The fragility of the mind; the ease to set a trend 

The trees that fall in forgotten fiery forests of fury raging,  

yet they still make no din 

Splinters of light kiss the horizon, smear optimism for a new day 

Sleep ... is how we glide back down, into the womb called God 

I got the smell of a punt & gave Ireland the shunt 

The gaps in memory's net 

Ignorance absolves us not, we need all the sentient 

A photo, a moment in time that captures a lifetime of memories 

And we looked for faces in the glowing embers not realising 

 the smoky dangers 

The dark night of this year has postponed our mending 
 

Choosing to walk along one's native roads, 

touching the earth, savouring the air, spying a swallow.   

Nách deas an rud é sin! 

 

13 

We have been together for years; life without a companion is hell;  

without your love, life would be meaningless  

What two vows — Great love, hearts sacred watering  

What a mess What a love story.  Experienced for many years  

There is no spiritual path . Get older. Your beautiful time.  
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I flung myself from Homeland and home, it seems, to help warn 

of dangers lurking in wait to steal the green 

of the Emerald Isle. As a very young child, fishing in lakes  

of the USA, in areas quite pristine. Later, in horror,  

I witnessed floating dead fish and their tall pine brothers  

with branches singed and deadened by acid rain,  

belched out of industrial haze mixing with the clouds' pure water.  

Please, forces of Nature, green and fresh, let this not happen here. 

 

15 

The winds of change are sorely needed,  

hopefully the message will at last be seeded 

Through example we can educate our children 

 and grandchildren to make a difference 

Time to emerge from the shadows and be heard. 

Wars tearing souls and soil. 

Hear it again: make a contribution;  

each carbon footprint is huge, reduce it. 

Simple changes, unity in numbers.   

It’s the little things count too. 

Growing older we know now, our free ride will end 

An Domhain lán le gealltanas gan dóchas 

An old dream lives for ever –it is now –  not never  

– that does not need a new box 

Replenish bounties often squandered, support our Earth, our friend. 

 

All that wasted plastic, did we really not know,  

or just did we pretend? 

 

16 

Our lack of care for Mother Earth who we did so often offend 

With endurance: Shackelton's glacial sea, poultice for the feverish land  

Our atmosphere we must defend  

It is now we need to nurture our mother earth   

Our world might lose its protective ozone layer.  

What’s unfolding is for a reason; looks bad to the naked eye. This is 

where the birth of within will emerge  to let the light of humanity no 

longer be dim  

A toasty coal fire on a cold winter’s night, Thick or what, the kids are 

alright.  
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The open fire hearth, no more the heart of the home   

The damage we created, can we really comprehend?  

Now young and old, go make the world our friend  

 

Hope is sustainable and does not offend 

 

 17 

Free our aspirations from the traps of repetition   

Create balance in the renewal of energy and ecosystems  

Hoping to restore all that nature produces   

Hands wrinkled with work and age from a life keeping Ireland green  

And the world decided the only bombs to be planted should be pollinator 

friendly seed bombs  

Being told just cycle lanes: all the elders they expel.  

This threat to our existence — that only we can end  

No more filling the cracks with cement  

Life extends beyond us as a web 

The mind of today's youth in preparation for an older age  

 

My heart unravels in regret for all I did and did not do  

for all I saw and did not see;  

the cobwebs of my senses no longer buffer me 

 

18 

If we don’t try, it’s goodbye to the bumble bee and the fish in the sea. 

Our use of plastic so integral to our lives so damaging to our planet. 

 Profit lined pockets weaved of moral fibre, money burning holes in 

them now. 

Trawlers ransack the deep, birthing arid ocean floors  

Rhythm of white waves rolling in to the sound of O'Súilleabháin on the 

car radio  

We need to plant trees, scatter seeds, reclaim the land ... Try to make 

amends.  

Have crèches for our children with spaces to share the arts  

The Sahara yawns sand; life wilts across a continent  

Grass and gravel sowed the seed which flooded concrete sweeps away  

Our destiny relies on our ability to admit we have faltered  

and now we need to be accountable for all of humanity  
 

The cruelty of humans to humans; we now have learnt to know. 

What will we drink (besides our tears) if water disappears? 
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Don't put off 'til tomorrow what we can achieve today  

Sun is shining, hot summer days, they never said 

Windflowers - the children and the giants above them  

turn their arms 

God put cows on this earth to be eaten  

Spring wells we drank deeply of fresh water choked with chemicals, to 

no end 

Corals bleach, corncrakes are silent 

We gathered stones in sand buckets, fertiliser was not invented 

Mend only the part where meaning resides.  

I will reuse, reduce refuse, and keep this planet clean. 

That darning egg’s been idle all the years 

 

That darning egg’s been idle all the years 

 

20 

With new awareness, we make new choices 

Hope is sustainable and does not offend   

Learn to feel rather than touch, to cultivate and cherish  

Let's appreciate what we have, so our children’s children can be glad.  

You learn each day to live the new way  

And listen to the voice of new blades shooting through the cracks 

 of those worn out paths. 

To leave the land unscarred, taught by my father, I pocketed my sweet 

papers.  

Yes, 'tis old I've grown, but the child of me still thrives 

Is this my home, is this my place, if I look in the mirror, will I know this 

face? 

In your arms, what is the shape of hope, dreamer? 

 

Growing up we did not know; now we need to mend 

Our beautiful and fragile world — it calls us to befriend 

Now young and old, go make the world our friend 

 


